
Expanding Your Garden Safe Electric Fence Kit

IMPORTANT: this guide is for adding fence
posts and wire to expand an existing Garden Safe
Fence Kit.For electrical connections and proper
grounding procedures, refer to the instructions
provided with your kit.

What’s In The Kit?
Each Garden Safe Electric Fence Kit comes with a
plug in fence charger ,a 2’long Ground Rod¹
w/clamp,210’of metal Fence Wire and 10 Garden
Safe Fence Posts.

¹ The plug-in charger included with your kit can
energize of metal wire and should be more3 miles
than enough for any single garden enclosure.

Measure It - Then Draw It
Measure around the outside of the area you wish
to protect.Record the dimensions and make a
simple sketch of the area noting the dimensions
of the outside edges.This sketch can be a big
help when figuring out how many posts and
how much wire you will need for the enclosure.

How Much Fence Can I Get From 1 Kit?
It depends on the how many rows of wire you
install.While each fence post can hold 4 rows of
fence wire,you may not need all four rows.While
more can mean better the protection, it also
decreases the amount of fence you can get from
one Garden Safe Kit.

Here are the longest runs of energized fence you
can make with 1 kit.This is with fence posts
spaced 10’apart or less.

100’of fence with 2 rows of wire²

66’of fence with 3 rows of wire

50’of fence with 4 rows of wire

² Never use less than 2 wires for your fence.

To Order More Posts / Wire
Nixalite offers additional posts and wire as
accessories.They can be ordered on our website
or you can call and order them over the phone.
Here are the item numbers;

#ST Posts - 6 pack of fence posts

#ST GP Wire - 207’spool of wire

Add fence posts and wire to your Garden Safe Kit for larger gardens

What’s In One Garden Safe Kit?

PW100
110V Plug-in  l  0.10 Joule Output

Up to 3 Miles  l  Up to 3 Acres

Low Impedance

Electric Fence Energizer

Power Wizard
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www.PowerWizardInc.com

1 Fence
Charger

1 Ground Rod w/Clamp

210’Fence
Wire

10 Fence Posts

If using just 2 or 3 runs of wire, keep the animal size in mind.To deter
smaller animals use the lower wire holders on the posts. Use the
higher holders for larger animals. If you are not sure install all 4 wire
rows for max protection.To join wires,simply twist them together.
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A simple dimensioned sketch
can help you determine fence
post and fence wire quantities.

This example shows 8 posts
around the edges. One Garden
Safe Kit can do a 2 or 3 wire
fence as shown. A 4 wire fence
would need 1 additional spool
of fence wire (#ST GP WIRE).

Area Perimeter: 64 feet

2 rows of wire = 128’wire total

3 rows of wire = 192’wire total

4 rows of wire = 256’ wire total*

*Requires 1 extra spool of wire

post path of fence

A Simple Sketch Can Help You!

How Many Wires to Install?
Never use less than 2 rows of wire. Use all 4 rows for larger animals or where
wildlife pressure is heavy.

#ST Posts - sold in 6 pack bags

What Accessories to Order

#ST GP Wire - 207’ spool
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